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Illustrated Catalog of Accessories
Engineering Tools not Toys
The GEARS - IDS Invention and
Design System materials and components
are the same materials and components
used by practicing engineers.

DESIGN - BUILD - TEST - PLAY
The GEARS-IDS Invention and Design System
gives young designers and engineers the tools they
need to turn ideas into working machines, easily and
quickly.
Using basic tools and real components, young
designers and engineers can create sophisticated
machines capable of playing challenging games or
performing complex tasks.

These structural metal parts are machined
from Stainless Steel and Aluminum alloys.
The Motors and power transmission
components are industry standard
equipment, not toy parts. The pneumatic
assemblies are the same assemblies that
power automated manufacturing systems
worldwide.
The GEARS - IDS Invention and
Design System gives tomorrows
technologists and engineers the best
engineering components available today.

The GEARS-IDS Invention and Design System
components are illustrated and explained in this
catalog. Each of the parts and assemblies are
organized into these 5 groups.
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Part Number

Structural Components GIDS-SC-xxxxx
Mechanical Components GIDS-MC-xxxxx
Pneumatic Components GIDS-PC-xxxxx
Electronic Components GIDS-EC-xxxxx
Accessories
GIDS-XC-xxxxx
1

Electronic Accessories
RC Radio Set

GIDS-EC-10004

4 Channels, 75 Mhz (Surface frequency). Radio
set includes transmitter, receiver and servos. The
addition of servos can add significant
functionality to any mechanical creation. The
GEARS-IDS kit includes structural metal parts
specifically designed for integrating servos into
your most ambitious projects.

RC Receiver 1pc. GIDS-EC-10004a
Share the radios. Purchase additional
receivers for individual robots or other
mechanisms you design.

Programmable Controller GIDS-EC-1007
UNDER DEVELOPMENT
The GEARS - IDS controller will interfaces with most
major brand hobby RC systems and provide 3 modes of
operation;
1.) Radio Controlled
2.) Radio Control with programmable input/outputs
3.) Fully Autonomous Control using a Basic Stamp or
Basic Stamp Clone.
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Electronic Accessories
Wiring Set

GIDS-EC-100035

Grey and Blue Wire Nuts, 18GA stranded wire
and male and female quick disconnects. These
electrical wiring components allow users to
quickly and repeatably, assemble, disassemble
and reconfigure electrical circuits.`

Valve Controller 1pc. GIDS-EC-10003A
This PWM controlled switch is designed to
energize the pneumatic solenoid valve. This
unit can switch on/off and reverse up to
500ma of current. Use this digital switch
with a parallax Basic Stamp Starter Kit
(Available from GEARS LLC) or with your
favorite RC control system. Use this switch
with relays or solenoids to control high
powered components.
Speed Controller Set 2pcs. GIDS-EC-10002
12 Volt Forward and Reversing ESC with Battery
Eliminator Circuitry (BEC). No need for
additional batteries to power your microprocessor
or RC receiver. These rugged lightweight speed
controllers are specifically matched to the
GEARS - IDS kit motors.
PWM cable plugs into the RC Receiver or Micro controller.
RED (positive) and BLACK (negative) power cables to battery.
BLUE and WHITE cables to motor leads.
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Electronic Accessories
Toggle Switch 1 Pc. GIDS-EC-10003TS
SPST heavy duty switch with mounting
screw collar and washers. This switch
mounts to the IM-13 Motor Mount (Shown).
2 IM-13 Motor Mounts are included with
every GEARS-IDS kit.

Parallax Board of Education BOE-1000-FK
Parallax Board of Education - Full Kit
This is the right choice for the digital
classroom. There is a wealth of support
documentation for the BS2 micro
controller, and it's available on the web.
Save money on manuals by downloading
all the necessary documentation. Buy the
hardware you need, and "Roll your own"
circuits and sensor systems using your
favorite components.
There is no microprocessor company in
the market place that offers better
educational documentation than Parallax
Inc. Visit their website at
www.parallax.com
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Accessory Components
Bicycle Pump w/Gauge GIDS XC-10006
This heavy-duty floor model bike pump is
capable of generating pressures in excess of
100psi. This is a safe and portable means of
pressurizing the custom pneumatic
reservoir.
The producers of the GEARS - IDS
Invention and Design System Recommend
pressurizing the pneumatic components
ONLY with a bicycle pump fitted with an
integrated pressure gauge. This provides an
additional margin of safety, and lets
students “Feel” the work of pressurizing
air.
This pump is also used as an effective
educational tool in the GEARS - IDS
pneumatic lessons.
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